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A scenario seismic hazard analysis was performed for the city of Tianshui. The scenario hazard analysis utilized the best available geologic and seismological information as well as composite source model (i.e., ground motion simulation) to derive ground motion hazards in terms of acceleration time histories, peak values (e.g., peak ground acceleration and peak ground velocity), and response spectra. This study confirms that Tianshui is facing significant seismic hazard, and certain mitigation measures, such as better seismic design for buildings and other structures, should be developed and implemented. This study shows that PGA of 0.3 g (equivalent to Chinese intensity VIII) should be considered for seismic design of general building and PGA of 0.4 g (equivalent to Chinese intensity IX) for seismic design of critical facility in Tianshui.

1. Introduction

The city of Tianshui, located in the southeastern part of the Gansu Province, China, is home to approximately 3.5 million citizens. Tianshui sits along the northeastern edge of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (Figure 1). It is a center for manufacturing textiles, machinery, and appliances in northwestern China. Almost half a million people reside in its urban area. The interaction between the Eurasian and Indian Plates has been the driving mechanism for the high level of seismicity on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and its foreland throughout the Cenozoic. During the late Eocene, the north moving Indian Plate collided with the Eurasian. This continued indentation caused crustal thickening and strike-slip faulting throughout the plateau (Figure 1). As shown in Figure 1, there are several major faults, including Haiyuan, East Kunlun, and West Qingling north boundary faults, surrounding Tianshui. Tianshui experienced more than 30 damaging earthquakes in the past 2,000 years. The earthquake that had the most significant impact (intensity X or greater) on the city of Tianshui is the M7.5 Tianshui earthquake of 734 AD [1]. The most recent large earthquake affecting Tianshui was the May 12, 2008, MW 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake. The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake caused damages (intensity VI/VII) in Tianshui. More than 80,000 human lives were lost as a result of the Wenchuan earthquake, with approximately U.S. $110 billion damage [2]. Thus, the city of Tianshui is facing a significant seismic hazard and risk.

As shown by recent earthquakes, particularly the 2010 Haiti and Chile earthquakes and the 2011 New Zealand and Japan earthquakes, mitigations—better seismic design for buildings, bridges, and other infrastructure—are the most effective way to reduce seismic risk and avoid earthquake disasters. The Haiti earthquake (M7.0) resulted in more than 220,000 deaths from massive building collapse, whereas the Chile earthquake (M8.8) resulted in fewer than 200 deaths from building collapse. The low number of fatalities during the Chile earthquake was because of good seismic provisions for buildings. There was no major building collapse during the Japan earthquake (M9.0) because of stringent seismic provisions for buildings; the great loss of life was caused by the tsunami generated by the quake. Thus, it is vitally
important for the City of Tianshui to develop and implement stringent mitigation policies to reduce seismic risk and avoid earthquake disaster.

Development of mitigation policies, such as seismic provisions in building codes, is a complex process. For example, in the United States, the NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New Buildings and Other Structures were developed through a complex process by the Building Seismic Safety Council [3]. As shown in Figure 2, the process for developing the NEHRP provisions started with the national seismic hazard maps, which were produced by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) [4]. Then a group of engineers, seismologists, and others, using the maps and engineering science, developed a set of recommendations, including design ground motions, for seismic regulations for new buildings and other structures. These recommendations were endorsed by the federal agencies and thus, became federal policy, with associated regulations, for seismic safety in the United States. The recommendations were also adopted by the state and local governments, as well as nongovernment organizations such as the International Building Code Council, resulting in the International Building Code [5]. Similarly, the Chinese national design peak ground acceleration map was produced by the China Earthquake Administration (CEA) [6]. The Italian national design ground motion maps were produced by the the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) [7].

As shown in Figure 2, development of policy for seismic hazard mitigation and risk reduction begins with seismic hazard assessment-seismic hazard map. In other words, seismic hazard assessment is the foundation of mitigation policy development. Thus, seismic hazard assessment is a critical element for the development of policy for seismic hazard mitigation and risk reduction.

1.1. Seismic Hazard Assessment. The main goal of seismic hazard assessment is to quantify ground motion at a site or in a region by earth scientists (e.g., geologists, geophysicists, and seismologists) or earth science agencies (e.g., USGS, CEA, and INGV) using scientific information obtained from instrumental, historical, and geologic observations. Seismic hazard assessment can be divided into two general categories: probabilistic and deterministic. The most commonly used probabilistic method is probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA), and deterministic method is deterministic seismic hazard analysis (DSHA). PSHA and DSHA use the same seismological and geologic information but define and calculate seismic hazard differently. In PSHA, seismic hazard is defined as the ground motion with an annual probability of exceedance (i.e., probability of exceedance in one year) and calculated from a mathematical model based on statistical relationships of earthquakes and ground motion [8]. In DSHA, seismic hazard is defined as the median or certain percentile (e.g., 84 percent) ground motion from a single earthquake or set of earthquakes and calculated from simple statistics of earthquakes and ground motion [9, 10]. In other words, PSHA was intended to estimate the probability that ground motion exceeds a given level from all earthquakes, whereas DSHA estimates the ground motion from one or a set of scenario earthquakes. PSHA emphasizes the probability and depends on the statistical models of earthquake, whereas DSHA emphasizes the ground motion and depends on the physical models of earthquake.

As pointed out by Hanks ([11], page 369), “PSHA is a creature of the engineering sciences, not the earth sciences, and most of its top practitioners come from engineering backgrounds. Relatively few earth scientists were involved in PSHA studies prior to the early 1980s.” In other words, PSHA was resulted from the work by engineers in the 1970s, particularly Allin Cornell who “applied the mathematical rigor of probabilistic analysis” and Luis Esteva who “provided the underlying distributions (i.e., statistical relationships) of earthquake magnitudes, locations, and ground motion attenuation” (McGuire, 2008, page 337). PSHA is mathematically valid under a set of rigorous assumptions and underlying statistical relationships of earthquake magnitudes, locations, and ground motion attenuation. Recent studies [12–15] have shown that those assumptions are not rigorous, even not valid in earthquake sciences, however. In addition, PSHA contains a mathematical error: equating a dimensionless quantity (i.e., the annual probability of exceedance; the probability of exceedance in one year) to a dimensional quantity (i.e., the annual frequency of exceedance or rate with unit of per year [1/yr.]) [13–15]. This mathematical error leads to the so-called ergodic assumption—“PSHA treats that spatial uncertainty of ground motions as an uncertainty over time at a single point” ([16], page 19) and the confusion between probability and frequency (per year) in PSHA [17]. Thus, PSHA is scientifically flawed, and results from PSHA are artifact. This explains why PSHA could derive the extreme ground motions of 11 g PGA and 13 m/s PGV at the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository site [18]. The PSHA analysts have become experts in probability theory, not experts in earth sciences, who could be better than “a monkey hitting keys on a typewriter” [19, 20]. This can be seen in the latest examples in Musson [21, 22].
Thus, the use of PSHA is problematic. As shown in Figure 3, the design peak ground acceleration, which has a 10 percent probability of exceedance in 50 years and was derived from PSHA [6], in Wenchuan area is much less than the ground motions observed [23]. Other recent earthquakes, such as the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (M6.3), the 2010 Haiti earthquake (M7.1), the 2011 Japan earthquake (M9.0), and the 2011 Christchurch earthquake, also showed that the ground motion with 10 percent probability of exceedance in 50 years was significantly underestimated [24–27]. On the other hand, the ground motion hazards were also significantly overestimated by PSHA, including 11 g PGA at the Yucca Mountain, Nevada, nuclear waste repository site [18, 28], and 0.8 g PGA at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant near Paducah, Kentucky [15].

As mentioned earlier, DSHA determines the ground motion from a single or several scenario earthquakes that have maximum impact. It addresses the ground motion from individual (i.e., maximum magnitude, maximum probable, or maximum credible) earthquakes. Seismic hazard derived from DSHA has a clear physical and statistical meaning. Recent efforts in DSHA have focused on computer simulation for ground motion hazard quantification [29–33]—called Neo-DSHA [30] or scenario hazard analysis. Neo-DSHA or scenario hazard analysis has several advantages:

1. Ground motion derived has an easily understood physical and statistical meaning.
2. The results are easily understood by earth scientists, engineers, and others.
3. It utilizes ground motion simulation.

One of the drawbacks in traditional DSHA [9, 10] is that “frequency of occurrence is not explicitly taken into account” ([34], page 225). The temporal characteristic of earthquakes (i.e., recurrence interval or frequency and its associated uncertainty) is not addressed in traditional DSHA.

The temporal characteristic of earthquakes and resulting ground motions at a site is an integral part of seismic hazard and must be considered in engineering design and other policy considerations. As pointed out by Wang and others [35], a scenario earthquake can always be associated with a recurrence interval and its uncertainty. For example, the average recurrence interval of the New Madrid scenario
earthquake is about 500 to 1,000 years [15, 29, 31]. Thus, scenario hazard analysis also provides the temporal characteristics of ground motion.

Thus, DSHA is more appropriate for seismic hazard assessment. As shown in the NEHRP provisions [3], the design ground motion in coastal California is capped by the deterministic ground motion from the maximum considered earthquakes. The ground motion specified for bridge design in California is also determined by the deterministic ground motion from the maximum credible earthquake [36]. Thus, DSHA, not PSHA, was used to derive the design ground motions for the NEHRP provisions and the resulting building codes and other regulations for coastal California. In other words, the ground motion hazard maps produced from PSHA have never been used to develop the design ground motion for coastal California. Similarly, the design ground motions in Chile and Japan were not the probabilistic ground motion, but more a deterministic ones [37, 38].

2. Methodology

In this study, we applied a scenario seismic hazard analysis to determine the ground motion hazard in Tianshui area utilizing rich instrumental, historical, and geological data and advanced ground motion modeling. Figure 4 shows the framework of this study. First, the historical intensity data were analyzed to produce seismic hazard curves in terms of intensity versus exceedance frequency (per year), using an approach similar to that of Liu and others [39] and Xie and others [40]. In combination with the geological data, these hazard curves were used to determine scenario earthquakes. Then, the composite source model [41] was used to generate synthetic ground motion time histories on rock. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) and other ground motion parameters are extracted from the synthetic ground motion time histories. The time histories were also used to study site response in the Tianshui area [42].

2.1. Historical Intensity Data Analysis. Similar to the Gutenberg-Richter relationship, the intensities and their occurrence frequencies at a site can be derived from historical observations [39, 40, 43]. The intensities and their occurrence frequency are assumed to follow

\[ \log(f) = a - b \cdot I, \]  

where \( f \) is the frequency for intensity exceeding \( I \), and \( a \) and \( b \) are constants. This approach was applied to determine the intensity hazard curves for Tianshui from historical observations.

An earthquake intensity database for Tianshui was constructed from earthquake catalogs by the State Seismological Bureau [44] and the China Earthquake Administration [45]. The State Seismological Bureau database is a compilation of 222 earthquakes with estimated magnitudes equal to or greater than M4.75 between 2300 BC and 1911 AD. The China Earthquake Administration database contains 4,289 records of earthquake from 1912 to 1990 AD having magnitudes of \( M_s \geq 4.7 \). Each earthquake record consists of a date, time, magnitude, latitude, and longitude for the inferred epicenter, as well as a general description of felt effects (i.e., casualties, injuries, buildings damaged, etc.). Most, but not all, of these records contain an isoseismal map noting the various intensity contours associated with each earthquake. These catalogs were queried for earthquakes with felt intensities in Tianshui between 0 and 1987 AD. The last year that an earthquake was felt in Tianshui was not 1987, but data sampling was controlled by the earthquake catalogs available. The search resulted in 32 reports of earthquakes of magnitude greater than M 4.7 between 128 and 1987 AD. Twenty-seven of these events occurred between 1501 and 1987. Of the 32 reports examined, all but nine contained isoseismal maps. For the nine earthquakes for which isoseismal maps were not available, the attenuation relationship defined by Wang and others [46] was used to calculate intensity as follows:

\[ I = 2.429 + 1.488M - 1.391 \ln(R + 11), \]  

where \( I \) is intensity (Chinese scale), \( M \) is magnitude, and \( R \) is epicentral distance in km.

2.2. Composite Source Model. Synthetic strong ground-motion has become an important component for seismic hazard assessment and engineering design and analysis. There are several approaches being used for generating synthetic ground motion, such as the stochastic point source [29, 47], stochastic finite source model [48], empirical Green’s function [32, 49], composite source model [31, 41, 50], modal summation [30], and finite-difference [51, 52].

The composite source model [41] was chosen to synthetically characterize and estimate near-source strong motions. In the composite source model developed by Zeng and others [41], the source descriptions are based on the following assumptions: (1) the number of circular subevents with radius \( R \) is specified by

\[ \frac{dN}{d(\ln R)} = p R^{-D}, \]  

where \( D \) is a constant. The Green’s function for the event is calculated using the composite source model.

Figure 4: Framework for determining ground motion hazard.
where $D$ is the fractal dimension, $N$ is the number of sub events, and $p$ is a constant of proportionality; and (2) the seismic moment of sub event with size $R$ satisfies the scaling relation of $M_i = CR^3 \sigma$, where $C = 16/7$ for a circular fault model, and $\Delta \sigma$ is a stress drop constant, independent of the sub event radius. The constraint of seismic moment conservation means that

$$p = \frac{7M^i}{16\Delta \sigma R_{\text{max}}^{3-p} - R_{\text{min}}^{3-p}},$$

where $M^i$ is the seismic moment of the main event, $R_{\text{max}}$ is the largest sub event, and $R_{\text{min}}$ is a purely numerical parameter defined by computational constraints. Seismic moment conservation requires that the total moment summed from sub events equals the moment of the main fault. Two approaches can reach this condition. First, with a given slip distribution function, the seismic moment for each sub event can be assigned as

$$M_i = \frac{M^i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i(R_i)},$$

where $S_i(R)$ is the relative slip weight of the $i$th sub event with size of $R$. Second, based on the source scaling relation of $M$ (seismic moment) and $\Delta \sigma R^3$, $\Delta \sigma$ is a constant of proportionality related to the stress drop. The actual seismic moment is

$$M^R = \Delta \sigma \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_i^3,$$

$\Delta \sigma$ as a free parameter to be adjusted in order to achieve the actual seismic moment $M^R = M^t$ (target total moment).

The source time function for each sub event was determined from its size as

$$S_i(t) = \Delta U_i \left(2\pi f_i^t \right)^2 t \exp \left(-2\pi f_i t \right) H(t),$$

$$f_i^t = K \frac{\beta}{R_i},$$

$$\Delta U_i = C \frac{\Delta \sigma}{\mu} R_i,$$

where $S_i(t)$ is the time derivative of source slip function, $t$ is time after the sub event is triggered, $H(t)$ is the Heaviside step function, $\Delta U_i$ is mean slip of the $i$th sub event, $\mu$ is the shear modulus, $\beta$ is the shear-wave velocity, and $C$ is a constant that depends on the geometry of the rupture. The corner frequency, $f_c$, has been related to the source characteristic dimension $R_i$ of the $i$th event. The value of $K$ depends on the rupture velocity and rise time and is arbitrarily defined [48].

The resulting ground motion prediction is

$$U(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i(t) \ast G_i(t - t_i).$$

The rupture time, $t_i$, was determined using a constant rupture velocity of 2.8 km/s, corresponding to 85 percent of the shear-wave velocity, and $G_i(t)$ is a theoretical Green’s function, denoting the ground displacement caused by a unit dislocation on the $i$th subfault. For the Green’s function synthetic computation, a generalized reflection and transmission coefficient matrix method developed by Luco and Apsel [53] and coded by Zeng and Anderson [54] was used to compute elastic wave propagation in a layered elastic half-space in frequency/wavenumber domain. The generalized reflection and transmission coefficient matrix method is advantageous in the synthetic seismogram computation because it is based on solving the elastodynamic equation complying with the boundary conditions of the free surface, bonded motion at infinity, and continuity of the wave field across each interface.

### 3. Results

As shown in Figure 1, the West Qingling North Boundary Fault Zone (WQNBFZ) cut through Tianshui. Figure 5 shows the segments of WQNBFZ underneath Tianshui: Gangu-Wushan and Tianshui-Baoji Faults. Geologic investigations revealed that the length of the Gangu-Wushan fault segment is about 75 km, and that it has an average left-lateral strike-slip rate of about 2.8 mm/y [1, 55]. The length of the Tianshui-Baoji fault segment is about 150 km [1, 55]. The highest intensity (X-XI) in the Tianshui area resulted from the earthquake of 734 AD on the Gangu-Wushan fault segment (Figure 5) [1]. The 734 AD Tianshui earthquake destroyed the City of Tianshui [1]. According to Wells and Coppersmith [56], the Gangu-Wushan fault segment is cable of producing an earthquake of M7.25, which is similar to the estimate of M7.5 obtained from historical earthquake records by Lei and others [1].

The intensity hazard curves (Figure 6) show that in the Tianshui urban area, the recurrent interval for intensity exceeding VIII is between 600 and 900 years, for intensity exceeding IX is between 1,000 and 1,500 years, which is similar to the estimate of M7.5 obtained from historical earthquake records by Lei and others [1]. The recurrence interval for a large earthquake (~M7.5) along the Gangu-Wushan fault segment was estimated from geologic investigations to be about 2,000 years [1, 55]. The magnitude and recurrence interval of a large earthquake determined from historical records are quite similar to those determined from geologic investigations. Thus, an M7.5 earthquake, similar to the 734 AD event, was chosen as the scenario event that could have the greatest impact on the Tianshui area.

The composite source model [41] was used to generate synthetic ground motions at grid points with 0.2° spacing for the scenario earthquake (M7.5). The crustal velocity structure used in the composite model is listed in Table 1 [58–60]. The seismic moment $M_0$ in dyn-cm for the scenario earthquake (M7.5) was calculated from Kanamori [61]:

$$M_w = \frac{\log M_0}{1.5} - 10.73,$$

where $M_w$ is the seismic moment of the scenario earthquake in dyn-cm. The faults along the WQNBFZ typically dip between 67 and 70° and have 0° rake [1, 55].
Therefore, a dip of 68° and rake of 0° were used for scenario ground motion simulations. Fault plane geometries were determined using Wells and Coppersmith’s [56] empirical relationships for source parameters. Stress drop, $\Delta \sigma$, was calculated using the following expression:

$$\Delta \sigma = \frac{2}{\pi} \frac{M_o}{W^2 L},$$

where $W$ is fault width, and $L$ is fault length [62]. The fault rupture velocity for each scenario used 80 percent of the shear velocity.

The composite model for each scenario produced three-component ground motion time histories at all grid points. Because location of the 734 AD Tianshui earthquake is not well known, we considered two fault locations, A and B, for scenario ground motion simulation (Figure 5). The source parameters for fault scenarios A and B are listed in Tables 2 and 3. For each scenario, ground motion accelerations on bedrock were produced. Figure 7 shows the acceleration time histories for the scenario fault B at the Tianshui (B1).

The peak values at all grid points were obtained and used to contour the intensity distribution for each scenario ground motion simulation. The intensity scale for peak ground acceleration of Li and others [57] was used to convert peak ground acceleration to the Chinese intensity (Table 4). Figure 8 shows the intensity distributions of historical observations [1] and fault scenario A.

4. Conclusion

Recent earthquakes, particularly the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (M7.9), the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (M6.3),
Table 2: Source parameters for scenario A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seismic moment</td>
<td>$2.21 \times 10^{27}$ dyn-cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress drop</td>
<td>50.72 bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of fault plane</td>
<td>60 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of fault plane</td>
<td>21.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epicentral location</td>
<td>34.529°/105.786°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypocentral depth</td>
<td>19.93 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum subevent radius</td>
<td>5.25 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum subevent radius</td>
<td>0.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip of fault plane</td>
<td>68°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike of fault plane</td>
<td>128°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture velocity</td>
<td>2.8 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rake</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Source parameters for scenario B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seismic moment</td>
<td>$2.21 \times 10^{27}$ dyn-cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress drop</td>
<td>39 bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of fault plane</td>
<td>46 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of fault plane</td>
<td>28 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epicentral location</td>
<td>34.666°/105.713°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypocentral depth</td>
<td>13 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum subevent radius</td>
<td>7.0 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum subevent radius</td>
<td>0.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip of fault plane</td>
<td>68°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike of fault plane</td>
<td>285°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture velocity</td>
<td>2.9 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rake</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The Chinese seismic intensity scale for peak ground acceleration [57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese intensity value</th>
<th>Peak ground acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>0.05–0.09 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>0.09–0.18 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>0.18–0.36 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>0.36–0.72 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥X</td>
<td>≥0.72 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Intensity hazard curves in Tianshui urban area. (a) At Site B1 and (b) at Site B2 in Figure 5.

Figure 7: Acceleration time histories at Tianshui (B1) from scenario B.

the 2010 Haiti (M7.1) and Chile earthquakes (M8.8), and the 2011 Christchurch (M6.1) and Japan earthquakes (M9.0), showed that mitigations—better seismic design for buildings, bridges, and other infrastructure—are the most effective way to reduce seismic risk and avoid earthquake disasters. Although development of policy for seismic hazard
mitigation and risk reduction is complex, it starts with seismic hazard assessment; seismic hazard maps. The aim of a seismic hazard assessment is to determine a level of hazard, ground motion in particular, with a frequency of occurrence at a site and the associated uncertainty using the scientific information obtained from instrumental, historical, and geologic observations and research. Thus, earth scientists, seismologists in particular, play key role in seismic hazard assessment.

In this study, we applied a scenario seismic hazard analysis to determine the ground motion hazard in Tianshui area utilizing rich instrumental, historical, and geological data and advanced ground motion modeling. We first derived seismic hazard curves in terms of intensity versus exceedance frequency (per year) from the historical intensity data. In combination with the geological data, then, we determined the scenario earthquakes. Synthetic ground motion time histories on rock were then produced by using the composite source model [41]. Finally, peak ground accelerations (PGAs) and other ground motion parameters are extracted from the synthetic ground motion time histories. The time histories were also used to study site response in the Tianshui area [42].

Although earthquakes from surrounding areas will have an impact on the city of Tianshui, the earthquakes along the West Qinling north boundary fault zone, particularly the Gangu-Wushan fault segment, will have the most significant impact. The highest intensity (Chinese Seismic Intensity Scale) experienced in Tainshui area (X) resulted from the M7.5 earthquake (M7.5) of 734 AD that occurred on the

**Table 5: Recommended design parameters for the city of Tianshui.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurrence interval (years)</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese intensity</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>≥ IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent PGA (g)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>≥ 0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gangu-Wushan segment of WQNBFZ. Geologic investigation revealed that the length of the Gangu-Wushan fault segment is about 75 km and has an average left-lateral strike-slip rate of about 2.0 mm/yr. The recurrence interval for large earthquake (M7.5) along the Gangu-Wushan fault segment was estimated from geologic investigations to be about 2,000 years. Intensity data analysis shows that the recurrence interval in the Tianshui area for intensity exceeding VIII is between 600 and 900 years, for intensity exceeding IX is between 1,000 and 1,500 years, and for intensity exceeding X is greater than 2,000 years.

The parameters shown in Table 5 are recommended for engineering design and other mitigation considerations in the Tianshui area.
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